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1. What is the origin of the tiny 
excess of matter over anti-matter?



2. What is the fundamental particle
physics nature of Dark Matter?



Please come introduce yourselves!

Never underestimate the importance of networking in science!

If you are ever on the US West Coast please let me know!

Feel free to interrupt me 
during the lectures!
(Rare occurrence, but I do 

occasionally make mistakes…)

“R2D2 is known for having been wrong in the past”



Lectures plan:

Ø the metric of a homogeneous and isotropic universe
Ø stuff in the universe and how to measure it
Ø the destiny of the universe

Ø thermodynamics of the early universe
Ø thermal history of the universe

Ø hot, warm, and cold relics
Ø dark matter kinetic decoupling and structure formation



References: 



Contemporary cosmology assumes 

"Copernican Principle": 

the universe is (pretty much) the same
everywhere

The Copernican Principle is clearly false locally... 

but quite true on large scales: 

galaxy surveys, X-ray, g-ray backgrounds, CMB background

Mathematically: Copernican Principle is related to 

properties of a manifold: isotropy and homogeneity

(are we in a totally random place in the universe?

…or are we the center of the universe?)



Isotropy: take a specific point: from there, space looks 
the same in every direction

(CMB really tells us about isotropy!)

Homogeneity: the metric is the same throughout space
(given any two points p, q on a manifold M, 
there is an isometry which takes p into q)

Notice that there is no necessary relationship 
between isotropy and homogeneity!

(in other words one does NOT imply the other and vice versa)



Example 3D manifold that is homogeneous everywhere 
but nowhere isotropic: 

RxS2

Example of a 2D manifold isotropic around a point 
but not homogeneous: cone (around its vertex)

...however: if a manifold is isotropic everywhere then it is homogeneous!

Also: if it is homogeneous, and isotropic around at least 
one point, then isotropic everywhere



Modern cosmology assumes isotropy and homogeneity in space.

However, the observation that distance galaxies are receding 
indicates that the universe is changing in time!

In differential geometry terms: the universe can be foliated into 
homogeneous and isotropic space-like slices

M = R x S

if S is a 3D homogeneous and isotropic manifold, differential 
geometry demands it must be maximally symmetric,
and provides us with the general form for the metric



coordinates on Stime-like 
coordinate

scale factor
(only dep. on t)

maximally-symmetric
3D metric on S

This choice of metric, such that dtdui are absent and there’s a 
universal a(t): “comoving” coordinates

Only a comoving observer (observer 
at fixed u coordinates) will see the 

universe as isotropic
(we are not quite comoving – in fact 
we see a CMB dipole anisotropy...)



In differential geometry, requiring the metric to satisfy the general 
condition for maximal symmetry... 

...forces the metric to have the form

Notice that the metric is left unchanged
by simultaneously

…and thus it only depends on k/|k|, 
leaving three distinct possibilities: k = -1, 0, 1



Ø k=0 “flat”. For good reasons…!

Ø k=+1 “closed” universe:

spacelike slices are spheres! 

Ø k=-1 “open” universe

metric on space-like slice



OK, not let’s put “stuff” in the universe and see what a(t) does via 
the super powers of General Relativity!!

Zero-th order assumption: “stuff” is isotropic
(everywhere) in its rest frame (“perfect fluid”)

The energy-momentum tensor 
of a perfect fluid reads

…we will need the trace of this in 
Einstein’s equations (“mostly +” metric)



in GR (and in field theory) Noether’s theorem tells us that 
conservation of 4-momentum is equivalent to the vanishing of a 

(covariant) derivative of the energy-momentum tensor 

little to do further unless we know something about the relation 
between density and pressure (“equation of state”)

Luckily, for relevant fluids in the early (and late) universe, p=wr



Matter: defined as a p=0 fluid, r ~ a -3

Radiation: w=1/3 (see later why) , r ~ a -4

Cosmological constant: w=-1, r ~ a 0

the scaling with a(t), 
and measurements
today, imply which 

fluid dominated the 
energy density, 

and when

p=wr



See how this is done! 
Let’s solve for a(t)! 

Use Einstein’s equations

Hubble parameter
(or Hubble rate)

Friedmann’s 
Equations



In addition to Hubble rate today (H0), two other key parameters: 

deceleration parameter: 

density parameter: 

…to solve Friedmann’s 
equations, we need 

boundary conditions!



thus the sign of k is determined by whether 
W is bigger or smaller than 1 (i.e. r bigger or smaller than rcrit)

divide by H2, use 
definition of W…



let’s understand the 
right-hand bubbles!



The past and future of the universe are predetermined!
Assume that the universe is filled with fluids with positive energy 

density, and non-negative pressure (thus no cosmological constant!)

tells us that the universe is always decelerating! 
(expected)

(also tells us that to accelerate it, p<-r/3, or w<-1/3)

at some point in the past, 
thus, a(t) à 0 (Big Bang)



the future evolution will depend on the values of k: (1) open or flat

for 

R.H.S.>0 implies that da/dt > 0 at all times 
(we know from Hubble that da/dt>0 now and it can't change sign!): 

...but then open and flat universes 
(with positive energy densities) expand forever!



for closed universes, k=+1, we have to work a bit harder… 

…thus there is a maximal value for 
the expansion factor, and then recollapse

thus for aà infinity, r a2 must go to zero for r a3 to decrease…
(also implies that if k=0, da/dtà 0)

…but the RHS cannot be negative!





how do we measure cosmological parameters?

define a luminosity distance as

where F is the measured flux and L the (absolute) source luminosity

in an expanding universe, the distance is a 
“comoving” distance r times the scale factor a, d=a0r

define a redshift z as



now, the red-shifted luminosity distance is 

eliminating r, we can recast dL in terms of H0 and q0

Recipe to discover what kind of FRW we live in (and to get Nobel prize): 
measure dL(z) for objects of known luminosity (standard candels)!



PDG review



PDG review



key parameters for the geometry of the universe are 
measured in a variety of additional ways…

Executive Summary:

data indicate that universe 
today is compatible with 

being flat, with ~30% 
pressureless matter, 70% 

cosmological-constant-like 
perfect fluid, negligible 

relativistic matter


